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Surface electronic structure of the wide band gap topological insulator PbBi4Te4Se3
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By means of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations, the electronic band structure of the topological insulator PbBi4Te4Se3 for both
five-layer and seven-layer surface terminations is investigated. The measured and calculated band structure
features are in good agreement and indicate two well-resolved topological surface states with distinct spatial
localizations within bulk band gap of about 0.3 eV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional topological insulators (TIs), character-
ized by the nontrivial bulk band topology due to a strong
spin-orbit interaction, exhibit an odd number of gapless spin-
helical topological surface states (TSSs) in the bulk energy
gap [1,2]. These states are protected by the time reversal sym-
metry and, as a result, remain gapless under a nonmagnetic
perturbation. Due to unique properties, TSSs are of great inter-
est for the observation of many novel quantum phenomena, in
particular, quantum spin Hall effect and quantum anomalous
Hall effect [3].

So far, a wide variety of compounds hosting spin-polarized
TSSs have been thoroughly studied [4–22]. After the dis-
covery of narrow-gap tetradymite-type semiconductors with
quintuple-layer (QL) crystal structure [4–6], further efforts
at controlling the electronic structure of TIs and TSSs led
to fabrication and study of septuple-layer (SL) compounds
[7–9]. Another way of controlling the electronic structure
of TIs involves the isovalent substitution of atoms within
sublattice, resulting in formation of alloys with fractional
stoichiometry [10–15].

Recently, a series of the heterostructures [PbBi4Te7,
PbBi6Te10, Sn(Bi, Sb)4Te7] formed by alternating QL
(X2Te3) and SL (YX2Te4) (X = Bi, Sb; Y = Pb, Sn) blocks
of TIs have been theoretically proposed [9,10,16–18] and
experimentally verified [9,19,20]. In such a case, terraces with
nonequivalent 5L- and 7L-surface terminations are possible
after crystal cleavage. In the experiment by using ARPES
methods, a few Dirac cones can be simultaneously observed.

For instance, in PbBi4Te7 [9,19] (with 5L and 7L termina-
tions) and PbBi6Te10 [20] (with 7-5L, 5-7L, and 5-5L termi-
nations) two and three TSSs, respectively, have been revealed.
According to theoretical studies, all these compounds show
narrow energy gap up to 150 meV as well as entangled spatial
charge density distribution of the TSS, localized within a thick
surface region.

On the other hand, the aforementioned heterostructures
are tellurium-based compounds. Very recently studied sulfur-
containing PbBi4Te4S3 has a significantly larger band gap
(∼0.2 eV in experiment and ∼0.3 eV in theory) [21,22]
and exhibits the topological nature of the surface states.
Another candidate for isovalent substitution is the Se atom. As
demonstrated in previous works, the partial substitution of the
heavy chalcogen atom Te by Se in TIs leads to advantageous
modification of the electronic structure. Namely, as for the
QL constituent, the experimentally measured bulk band gap
for Bi2Te3 is 165–170 meV [4,5], while for Bi2Te2Se it is
∼0.3 eV [10]. As was shown theoretically in Ref. [14], in
the SL PbBi4Te4−xSex compound the substitution of Te by
Se, in addition to a significant increase of the bulk band gap
(from 90 meV for x = 0 up to 220 meV for x = 2), leads to
redistribution of the charge density of TSS, shrinking its depth
profile. Thus, in the heterostructures, containing alternating
QL and SL with Se content, the band gap is expected to
be larger and TSS to be localized closer to the surface with
shorter penetration length. As a consequence, such materials
might be suitable for realization of the thin-film systems based
on TIs, avoiding hybridization between the Dirac-like surface
states arising at the opposite surfaces.
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TABLE I. Experimental structure parameters in relative coordi-
nates for PbBi4Te4Se3 with a = 4.3224 Å and c = 23.3725 Å.

Atom x y z

Pb 0 0 0.00000
Bi1 1/3 2/3 0.15847
Bi2 1/3 2/3 0.42031
Te1 0 0 0.23213
Te2 2/3 1/3 0.34613
Se1 0 0 0.50000
Se2 2/3 1/3 0.07406

In the present work, we examine the electronic band
structure of PbBi4Te4Se3 in terms of ARPES measurements
and DFT calculations. We discuss main peculiarities of the
electronic structure and provide analysis of the charge density
distribution of TSSs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The PbBi4Te4Se3 compound [Fig. 1(a)] has a trigo-
nal crystal structure (group P3m1) formed by alternating
Bi2Te2Se QL and PbBi2Te2Se2 SL blocks. The two ad-
jacent blocks are weakly bonded to each other by the
van der Waals (vdW) forces, whereas the bonding between
atoms within each block is determined by ionic-covalent
interaction. Therefore, the crystal tends to cleave at the
vdW gap leading to appearance of different possible surface
terminations.

The n-doped sample with stoichiometry of PbBi4Te4Se3

was grown from the high-purity elements (Pb, Bi, Te, Se) by a
modified vertical Bridgman method. A powdered sample for
x-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements was prepared using
selected cleaved platelets from the ingot. The collected PXRD
pattern was used to carry out a Rietveld refinement using the
structural data of PbBi4Te7 [23] as a model. Details of the
phase diagram and structural details are under preparation
to be published elsewhere. The refined lattice parameters are
given in Table I. As can be seen in Fig. 1(a), comparing with
the structure of PbBi4Te7 the Se atoms replace Te in the in-
ternal layers of the QL and SL blocks. For the photoemission
measurements in ultrahigh vacuum with the base pressure of
1–2 × 10−10 mbar, the single-crystalline sample was cleaved
in situ from the same ingot. The ARPES experiment was
carried out at the RGBL-2 end station at room temperature
using linearly-polarized undulator radiation at the synchrotron
source BESSY-II in Berlin.

The electronic structure calculations were performed
within the density functional theory implemented in VASP
code [24,25]. We employed the all-electron projector aug-
mented wave [26,27] basis sets with the generalized gradient
approximation [28] to the exchange correlation potential. Rel-
ativistic effects, including spin-orbit coupling, were taken into
account. Experimental lattice parameters and atomic positions
used in the study are presented in Table I. We used the 7 × 7 ×
7 and 9 × 9 × 1 k-point grids for bulk and slab self-consistent
calculation, respectively. To simulate the surfaces, we used
symmetric slabs with thickness of 41 (53) and 43 (55) atomic

layers for 5L and 7L terminations, respectively. The vacuum
space between slabs was set to 15 Å.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to study the surface electronic structure of
PbBi4Te4Se3, we have performed ARPES measurement using
different photon energies (16, 25, and 60 eV). On ARPES
spectra along the �̄-M̄ direction [Fig. 1(c)] one can see two
distinct linearlike upward dispersing states resembling a Dirac
cone (marked as DC1 and DC2), having minimum at the �̄

point. By extrapolation of DC1 and DC2 to the Brillouin-
zone center the apexes can be defined at binding energies
of ∼0.5 and ∼0.7 eV, respectively. Note that the binding
energies of DCs are slightly varied with photon energy due
to photoemission-induced gating effects [29]. In order to see
the band dispersion more clearly, the second derivatives of
spectra of Fig. 1(c) are presented in Fig. 1(d). As seen, both
states disperse parallel to each other with the energy shift of
∼0.15 eV. According to our DFT calculations [see Fig. 1(b)]
and previous theoretical and experimental results for other
systems (PbBi4Te7 [9,19], Sn(Bi, Sb)4Te7 [17], PbBi4Te4S3

[22]), the “inner” state DC1, lying closer to the Fermi level,
is associated with TSS originated from the 7L-terminated
surface, while another “outer” state DC2 can be regarded
as TSS induced by the 5L-terminated surface. As for the
photoemission intensity, DC1 is less pronounced at low pho-
ton energies. At the same time DC2 has almost uniform
intensity at nonzero momenta k|| at all photon energies and
only at hν = 60 eV in �̄ point the intensity is significantly
enhanced. Comparing to ARPES measurements of the parent
PbBi4Te7 [19] without Se content, where 7L and 5L blocks are
represented by PbBi2Te4 and Bi2Te3, respectively, the state
analogous to DC2 had been seen only at very low energy
hν = 8.4 eV, allowing us to study deeper layers, regarding it
as a buried TSS on the 5L-terminated surface.

Besides the discussed states DC1 and DC2, at lower pho-
ton energy (especially at hν = 25 eV) the diffuse M-shaped
valence band state with an energy maximum of EB ≈ 0.5 eV
and additional states in the energy region 0–0.25 eV at the
Brillouin-zone center become more intensive. The latter ex-
hibit a paraboliclike dispersion with momentum offset bearing
a resemblance to states with Rashba splitting. As was shown
in Ref. [30], the underlying mechanism that causes the emer-
gence of Rashba states is an expansion of vdW gaps induced
by imperfections/defects trapped between neighboring blocks
during the growth process. These states most likely overlap
with the bulk conduction band states. Similar behavior of
surface and bulk conduction bands had been observed in
PbBi2Te4 [8] and PbBi4Te4S3 [22]. Using this assumption
one can speculate that the experimental bulk band gap of
PbBi4Te4Se3 is about 0.3 eV. The calculated band gap is
of 270 meV [Fig. 1(b)], which is notably larger than those
computed for SbBi4Te7 (75–100 meV) [17,18] and PbBi4Te7

(100 meV) [19]. The edges of the band gap are formed along
the �̄-M̄ direction and, according to the well-known problem
of the underestimation of the band gap width obtained in terms
of DFT, the many-body correction calculations using, for
example, the GW approximation can overcome this issue and
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of PbBi4Te4Se3. (b) Calculated band structure of the PbBi4Te4Se3(0001) thin films along K̄-�̄-M̄ direction
with seven and five-layer block terminations aligned to the bulk-projected bands (black curves), here the Fermi level is set to the energy of
valence band maximum. The inset shows the high-symmetry points of the surface Brillouin zone. (c) Band dispersions of the PbBi4Te4Se3

sample along �̄-M̄ direction observed with ARPES measurement at various photon energies and (d) the second derivative images of these
spectra. Horizontal dashed lines in (c) indicate the energy level for DC1 and DC2 at �̄.

bring the theoretical band gap value closer to the experimental
one [31].

In terms of the DFT calculation study, first we checked
the size effect of the TI film on the energy dispersion by
simulating the thin film with thickness up to 53 (55) atomic
layers for the 5L (7L)-slab calculations. No notable quantita-
tive difference between 41 (43) and 53 (55)-layered systems
was observed, demonstrating the absence of hybridization be-
tween the TSSs from opposite surfaces. The latter is explicitly
shown in the analysis of the spatial charge density distribution
(Fig. 2). Hence, hereafter, we introduce and discuss the results
obtained for the thinner films.

The calculated spectra of the PbBi4Te4Se3 slabs in
Fig. 1(b) present dispersions for both 5L- (pink lines) and
7L-terminated (green lines) surfaces along the K̄-�̄-M̄ direc-
tion aligned with the bulk-projected bands. In the fundamen-
tal band gap there are two TSSs with the Dirac cone-type
behavior: the 7L-termination induced TSS with Dirac point
(DP) at the valence band maximum energy and TSS originated
from the 5L-terminated surface with DP ∼40 meV below,
being in close proximity to the bulk band. As a result, the
latter remarkably deviates from linearity at �̄ and the slope
at larger k|| is a little steeper. Along the �̄-M̄ direction both

TSSs merge into the conduction bulk band at k|| ≈ 0.13 Å
−1

.
Another feature of the 5L-terminated surface spectrum is the
occupied Rashba-type surface state which lies at 0.15 eV
below the Fermi energy in the local gap between the first and
second bulk valence bands. Similar surface state had also been
observed in other theoretical calculations for Sn(Sb, Bi)4Te7,

PbBi4Te7, PbBi6Te10 and regarded as a survived TSS from
the QL block. Comparing the theoretical and experimental
spectra, the energy shift between DPs as well as the slope of
the 7L TSS in the fundamental gap and 5L surface state in the
local band gap are in a good agreement with those of DC1 and
DC2.

In order to explain the experimental dispersion relations
[Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)] and their discrepancy with the photoe-
mission data for PbBi4Te7 [9,19], we conduct the detailed
theoretical analysis of localization of the surface states. As
seen in Fig. 2, near �̄ the first bulk valence band (EB =
−60 meV) is localized substantially in the SL subsurface
block, while the second valence band (EB = −300 meV) is
formed in the QL blocks. It is important to note that the TSS
charge density distributions of the 7L and 5L terminations
qualitatively differ. In the case of 7L surface termination the
TSS is almost entirely localized in the surface SL and at any
k|| the spatial distribution is similar to the profile calculated at
the �̄ point (point “a” in Fig. 2).

In the case of the 5L termination, in the vicinity of �̄

(point “b”) TSS is mostly localized within the subsurface
SL block. However, moving upward along both �̄-K̄ and
�̄-M̄ directions, the weight of the TSS in the subsurface
block decreases and, for example, at point “c” it is evenly
distributed within two topmost blocks. For this reason we
do not observe the actual DP of the 5L TSS as well as
the region “b”–“c” by ARPES. In contrast to �̄-K̄, where
at larger k|| (see point “e”) TSS completely relocates to the
surface QL, in the �̄-M̄ direction a measurable weight of TSS
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FIG. 2. Calculated band structure of PbBi4Te4Se3 surfaces along the K̄-�̄-M̄ direction with 7L and 5L terminations; the color of the circles
denotes surface/subsurface building blocks in the slabs, as shown in the inset, and size represents weights of the states in these layers; shaded
area identifies the bulk-projected bands. Right subpanels (a)–(g) show charge density of the TSS integrated over x, y at the respective k points
marked on spectra.

remains in the subsurface block, until merging into bulk states
near “d”. By comparison, in earlier studied PbBi4Te7 [19],
where the corresponding TSS has more complicated spatial
distribution along the �̄-M̄ direction, the band structure of the
upper cone is kinklike and not distinctly defined, whereas in
our investigation DC2 is linear and well observed. Finally,
behavior of the Rashba-type occupied surface state, lying in
the local gap, is quite opposite: in the center of the Brillouin
zone (“f”) it is predominantly located in the surface QL and,
moving away from �̄, the weight of the TSS in the deeper
atomic layers increases. Also the slope of its upper branch is
similar to that of the region “c”–“d”. Thus, as we believe, we
see this state as DC2 in the vicinity of �̄ at ∼0.7 eV on ARPES
spectra [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, by means of ARPES measurements and
ab initio calculations the surface electronic structure of the
topological insulator PbBi4Te4Se3 has been studied. On the
photoemission spectra due to the presence of terraces with
two distinct terminations two Dirac conelike surface states
are observed in the bulk gap. As shown by DFT calculations
the inner state with energy minimum at binding energy of
∼0.5 eV is the TSS originated from the seven-layer block
termination and localized entirely in this block. While the
outer state with apex at ∼0.7 eV stems from the five-layer
block termination and shows the nonuniform charge density
distribution depending on momentum k. As calculations re-
veal, at larger values it is mainly contributed by TSS, emerg-
ing in the fundamental gap, however, its DP is buried and
not observed in the ARPES images. Instead, photoemission

intensity, measured at the minimum of the outer state, belongs
to the Rashba-like surface state, arising in the local band gap.
Among the known TIs formed by the alternating QL and SL
blocks to this moment, the PbBi4Te4Se3 compound has the
largest band gap and the shortest localization length of TSSs
that can be useful for thin-film applications.
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